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By Monika Carless

Getting
Rid of
That Lawn
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e bought a house with a beautiful lawn. It poppies, and sweet peas. The fourth hillside surwas dutifully mowed, sprayed for weeds, fer- rounding that tree-dotted lawn is home to a stand of
tilized, and admired. Before I got my hands on it,
mature trees that front our bedroom windows, unthat is. It stayed beautiful for the first half of one
der-storied by yards of periwinkle.
summer. I mowed it. That was it. I wasn’t going to irI am grateful for the thirty years of tending that
rigate it, even though the hose promised a neverNature has provided for this spectacular ecosystem
ending stream of water. The “green”’ lawn mainte- of trees and ground covers. We’ve added spring
nance company showed up with a truck full of “envi- bulbs to the show of trillium and edged it with shade
ronmentally safe” lawn
plants where there once was
maintenance solution sloshanother awkward strip of
“I
wasn’t
going
to
irrigate
it,
ing about in an opaque congrass to mow. By mutual
tainer. I politely declined. By even though the hose prom- agreement, and to appease
late summer, the grass had
my partner’s love of that civiised a never ending stream
disappeared. The weeds prolized lawn look, we still mow
liferated. I stood staring at it of water. The “green”’ lawn
the valley. However, it is now
slightly dismayed. I do not maintenance company
planted with hundreds of
live in a neighborhood of denaturalizing spring bulbs, and
showed
up
with
a
truck
full
of
linquent lawns. By autumn, I
we cut around seasonal disknew that unless we did a “environmentally safe” lawn
ruptions like mushroom fairy
lawn conversion, I would be maintenance solution sloshrings, weeds that we are sure
that neighbor.
are never-before-identified
ing
about
in
an
opaque
Our three-quarters-of-anspecimens of horticultural
acre plot of subdivision land container. I politely declined. phenomena, and the like. So,
has some very specific chal- By late summer, the grass
actually, it’s not all that civilenges. The only part that is
lized down there, but we like
had
disappeared.
The
not a challenge is the quarter
to point to it and say that it is
acre upper woods section. weeds proliferated.”
a lawn.
Here, Nature rules, and the
Our driveway sides one of
only change we’ll make is to
those steep hillsides leading
create an arbor for a small meditation area. The
to the house, and here was another conundrum: a
front lawn, such as it was, is in a deep valley sur- long strip of grass beside the asphalt that was not
rounded by dangerously steep hillsides, which the
wide enough to mow but wide enough to look bad if
previous homeowner mowed at great risk to life and
we didn’t mow. Ugh. And then, right in front of the
toes. I assume he used a hovercraft machine oper- house, were two bits of grass exposed to the baking
ated by aliens, because there is no other way to ac- sun. Every bit of grass was in a difficult location that
complish a cut of any sort. Three of those hillsides
required both mower and an edger. And that reare now home to a variety of wild flowers and
quired too much noise pollution as far as we were
grasses that self-proliferated at great speed. Oh, and
concerned.
“weeds” like St. John’s Wort, milkweed, and Queen
The last bits of lawn are behind the house, on
Anne’s lace. We’ll be adding daylilies, Rosa Rugosa,
level land, and then another steep hillside climbing
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to that upper wood I mentioned earlier. The hill
is now naturalizing into a tangle of blackberries,
sumac, daisies, and a bagful of shady flower mix.
It will need time to look like a planned hill
meadow, but like a bad haircut waiting to grow
out, we will need patience to see it through to
the butterfly and bee haven it is sure to become.
We’ve had some dubious glances, I’ll admit; it’s
a raggedy hill. Some days even I am tempted to
tame it. But then I close my books of English
manor gardens and I’m ok.
Just outside our back door, a strange triangle
of grass will eventually be replaced with a slate
terrace for outdoor dining, and an extension of
our potted kitchen garden. We have been satisfied the last two summers with twelve large
pots housing a variety of herbs and vegetables.
Summer squash, pickling cucumbers, tomatoes,
kale, chard, and climbing beans are a step away
from the back door, but removing that last bit of
grass will allow for installation of six stainless
steel watering troughs to house the rest of our
potager. I can’t imagine a nicer atmosphere for
setting up an outdoor dining room.
One lesson learned from my extensive plan
for grass conversion is that there is a limit to
how much time one can stand having the household disrupted by improvement projects. We
found the balance of what works for us, and
stood back by mid-July and said, “Enough.”
w

Trees we’ve added for
bird habitat, tea and scent:
1.

Mongolian Harvest Gold Linden (makes a
wonderful soporific tea and smells divine)

2.

Crabapple (for jelly and winter bird feed)

3.

Black River Birch (catechins for birds)

4.

White Lilac (bees)

5.

Pagoda Flowering Dogwood (butterflies
and bees)
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The last bit of grass behind
our sunroom is a lovely,
scented, mishmash of clovers,
mints, weedy grasses, lemon
balm, and moss. I mow it occasionally. It’s a great place to lie
on the lawn chair and read. I
figure we’ve cut our mowing
down by eighty-five percent.
And we have all our toes,
which cannot be undervalued.
The funny bits of lawn in front
of the house have been
planted
with
decorative
grasses (I know, replacing
grass with grass), sedum matting, lavender, ever-blooming
lilies, and barberry. The
sedums are already jumping
ship and self-seeding as an
understory in the hillsides.
Beautiful!
The way it’s turned out, it’s
part planned and part wildscaping. It looks amazing in
swaths, and good in bits. And
some looks like we ran out of
money for implementing more
ideas. We did. But it’s only
year two of a plan to steward
the land wisely.
w

Reasons we did it:
1.

Preserve water/create a
water catchment environment

2.

Protect fragile, sandy hillsides

3.

Provide habitat for birds and bees

4.

Decrease reliance on oil/gas

5.

Create more time for activities that feed our soul

6.

Allow healing of the land from the ravages of neighborhood development

7.

Provide inspiration to others to do the same
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The neighbors have stopped by in droves to
complement our efforts, and there are three
front yard vegetable gardens on our street now.
Not bad for a golf course community where
laundry lines are considered inappropriate
viewing. (Just a minute, I have to go get my
sheets off the line!)
We were fortunate to find a landscape designer who listened attentively to our ideas, and
who also had the environment at heart. I never had
to argue my desire for a sustainable design. Standing
on the other side of the project, I realize that more
wildscaping would have been less costly, and require less watering for the first two weeks after installation. As it happened, we had a very hot,

droughty spell after the landscaping was completed
and I stood with hose in hand sadly aware of the water I was using to help the plants take. But as summer has progressed, and the Monarch butterflies
and hummingbirds have flocked to the yard, we
have been pleased to say that it was a project well
worth the effort. I’m already looking forward to next
year’s additions.

Books I Found Useful:
Beautiful No-Now Yards: 50 Amazing Lawn Alternatives
by Evelyn J. Hadden (Timber Press 2012)
Front Yard Gardens: Growing More Than Grass by Liz
Primeau (Firefly Books, 2010)
The Outdoor Living Room by Martha Baker (Clarkson
Potter, 2001)
Lifelong Landscape Design by Hugh Dargan and Mary
Palmer Dargan (Gibbs Smith, 2012)

Monika Carless is a freelance writer promoting sustainable living practices and an aspiring novelist. She
lives on the edge of the Copeland Forest in Central
Ontario. Monika can be reached through her website
www.wholeearthspirit.com where you will also find
her blog, SimplySolitary, about her journey as a practitioner of the Wise Woman Tradition.
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